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Considering issues involved with the satanic implications of Freemasonry there are
some things we should not lose sight of. We want to expose deception so those in
bondage to darkness might be set free and we also want to be sensitive to Masons in
the lower degrees. Here we have a group of people who are mostly involved in
Freemasonry with good intentions. Generally this group works to promote charity within
the community motivated by the opportunity to be a community asset. This aspect of
Freemasonry attracts civic-minded people with pro-social values. It should be noted
that in relation to this there are pastors across denominational boundaries who became
Masons attracted by the good works of the lodge. A Pastor And Freemasonry - What’s
A Pastor To Do is an article by a pastor who was a Mason for 11 years before being set
free. In an attempt to be sensitive to these Masons with their admirable qualities we
have an article, Dialogue With A Christian Mason that may provide further insight in
dealing with Masons. It’s important to keep in mind that most Masons are decent people
simply deceived because someone, maybe even a pastor, recommended lodge
membership. It’s also important that our motives are genuine towards these Masons so
that attitudes don’t cause them to retreat further into darkness. While every situation is
different there are some recommendations that might be helpful in The Church And
Freemasonry along with other resources in our Articles Page.
We need to keep in mind that approximately 75% of all Masons never go beyond the
first three Blue Lodge degrees. Even though every degree above them is kept secret
they don’t question Masonic authority distracted by social activities and the benefits of
lodge membership. Those Masons who go above the 3rd. Degree, Master Mason
Degree, enter into a process involving additional oaths and rituals seeking “more light”
with each Degree. By the time they’re indoctrinated into the upper degrees they have
obligated themselves through stages of compounding darkness and spiritual
compromise when the church fails to provide a warning. Distracted by the intensity of
their indoctrination few of these Masons in the upper degrees even remember taking
communion out of the top of a human skull let alone the significance of what they’ve
done. In our Audio Files we have a Bob Larson, Ed Decker radio program in which Paul
expresses difficulty remembering all the things he did including communion from the top
of a skull during his indoctrination to become a 32nd. Degree Mason. When we
recognize that Masons progressively receive “more light” offered by Lucifer with each
degree this is understandable even though Masons themselves fail to appreciate how
affiliation with darkness has compromised their moral and spiritual values. Generally
Masons don’t learn that the god of Freemasonry called The Great Architect Of the
Universe is also called Lucifer until around the 30th. Degree. By the time they learn this
their ability to discern between right and wrong either no longer functions or is seriously
compromised which explains the state that many of our political leaders and judiciary
are under when they freely engage in criminal activity.
How many of us feel secure in political leaders and members of the judiciary when we
learn that many of them have taken communion out of the top of a human skull in their
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obligations to serve the god of Freemasonry? The actual oaths that Masons swear in
their rituals are found in our free print ready manual The Court System And
Freemasonry pages 19 - 20 and pages 25 - 29. Faced with the reality of these oaths
and obligations that Masons have entered into we need to ask if we want these men
sitting in judgement of our affairs. When these men are oath bound to rule according to
Masonic dictate they have corrupted our courts with a satanically inspired agenda in
their covenant relationship with the god of Freemasonry. We also need to ask if we are
willing to tolerate political leaders under this same satanic allegiance protecting their
Masonic brethren in the judiciary while making decisions effecting national policy. Even
though we have politicians of impeccable character wanting to expose this corruption in
our nations they remain silent. When political leaders remain silent yielding to these
Masonic powers of darkness we reap the immorality promoted by those who have
pledged allegiance to satanic authority in each of our nations.
In learning how these issues affect each of our nations around the world the public
would insist upon a standard and a barrier to satanic influence taking back ground the
god of Freemasonry has stolen. This ground refers to the lives of our children exposed
to unrestrained immorality while our guardians of justice remain silent to the flood of
darkness around us. We want leaders who will set a standard so that as many as
possible of those who are in bondage to darkness might be set free. Bill Schnoebelen
is a former Mason and a former Satanist who reached Masonic levels few Masons know
even exist. Set free from a level of darkness few Satanists are able to attain he’s an
example of what can be accomplished when truth becomes the acceptable standard we
insist upon. As an authority on the satanic implications of Freemasonry Bill gave
permission for us to use extensive quotes from his book Masonry Beyond The Light in
our free print ready manual Freemasonry On Trial. These quotes can be viewed in
Part 1 pages 11 - 25 and Part 2 pages 10 - 19. A description of the books he and his
wife Sharon have written can be viewed in Suggested Reading in Part 3 pages 54 - 55.
Available through most Christian bookstores these and other resources from Bill and
Sharon can be viewed on their website at www.withoneaccord.org. With his authority
on the satanic implications of Freemasonry, Bill and Sharon share resources with an
expertise that every Mason needs to carefully consider not only for their own lives but
also for their families effected by the same satanic influence he once served. Having
been involved in the satanic realms of darkness it’s Bill’s desire that every Mason and
every Satanist would be set free just as he was. This happens when there are those
who’ll step forward to expose Freemasonry for what it is more concerned for others than
political careers and worldly possessions.
In relation to the satanic implications of Freemasonry our resources include The
Christian, Lucifer And Freemasonry and First Lodge Night , which looks at the identity of
the god of Freemasonry Masons bind themselves to. Another resource is a video
production from Jeremiah Films, Freemasonry From Darkness to Light. Years ago I
spoke with Dr. David Didow, a former Mason, one of the participants in this production
from his home in Calgary, Alberta. He told me that when this presentation was
completed for release the local lodge called a meeting to watch it looking for ways to
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discredit it. As a result of that meeting seven Masons were set free and never returned
to the lodge. The existence of this production was never again brought up by the lodge.
When we hear these testimonials of how Masons are set free when exposed to the truth
we have to recognize the shame in remaining silent to these things. When someone
like Bill Schnobelen a high ranking Satanist is set free we are faced with the reality that
it’s God’s desire for Masons and Satanists to be set free. Is it possible that silence
pleases God considering the eternal destinies involved when Ephesians 5:11 provides
instruction to expose the works of darkness? We are asking for political leaders who
are willing to expose and reprove the evil works of this world.
Recently in the Ukraine MP Taras Chornovil stepped forward with a Bill before the
Ukranian Parliament to attach Freemasonry to the Criminal Code of his nation.
Mosnews.com11news. I believe that one of our MPs has been prepared to step forward
for an eternal purpose on behalf of Masons and even Satanists who would hear the
truth that some might be set free. To help encourage this I will be available as an
independent in the next federal election, a pledge made in Canada And Freemasonry.
Although this will probably not be necessary it’s an option I’ll commit to until there are
voices to end Canadian silence. Voices seeking freedom from political and corporate
bondage in which the lives of children and justice have been made irrelevant.
For those who have been the victim of Satanism including satanic ritual abuse or if you
know someone who has there are some excellent resources available from David and
Donna Corrico www.ritualabusefree.org. Some of the areas listed in their ministry
outreach include:
The Great Seal of the US & Its Occult Meaning
The Egyptian - Masonic - Satanic Connection
Freemasonry and the New Age Movement
College Fraternities
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